We propose twisted nematic (TN) 
Introduction
Several types of LCDs have been proposed under each individual merit [1] [2] [3] [4] . Twisted nematic mode has been used widely in portable personal digital assistants and notebook computers because of its advantages, such as relatively high transmittance, low electric power consumption and simple fabrication process. Recently, TN mode also has extended drastically viewing angle which has been regarded as a weak point of it due to development of discotic film used as an optical compensation layer. However, It also has a limitation still for TV application demanding high contrast ratio (CR) due to light leakage in the dark state.
In this paper, we proposed an approach to improve dramatically CR of TN mode using MLA system for TV application. Liquid crystal lenses (LCL) have been proposed for electrically tunable focal intensity such as Fresnel type [5] a gradient refractive index (GRIN) type [6] and Polarization control type [7] . Fresnel type has been proposed to eliminate the polarization dependence due to the orthogonal alignment of the LC molecules in neighboring zones. But it requires an extremely elaborate alignment and photolithographic technique and a multi-rubbing process for practical applications. GRIN type requires also a high driving voltage and a complex fabrication. Lens property of the polarization control type is excellent, however, it can be disturb application of the optical devices due to the dependence of the polarization. Up to now, applications of such LC lenses have been defined almost in optical devices such as beam-steering, and optical interconnects. In our previous work, we proposed a dynamic MLA using the combination of lens with the liquid crystalline polymer (LCP) and LC layer [8] [9] . Such dynamic lens structure has stable and enhanced dynamic focusing characteristics. In this work, we adopt that system as an optical component to improve performance of LCDs. 
2.
Cell structure and Operation Principle Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of the proposed optical configuration. Basic focusing mechanism is due to the refractive index difference between LCP and UV curable polymer. TN mode is able to control an incident light polarization. In the off state, the polarization of incident light becomes perpendicular to the alignment of the LCP layer by wave-guide effect in twisted LC cell. Then the refractive index of LCP is (n o =1.525), which is the smaller than the refractive index of UV curable polymer (n p = 1.56). So incident light diverges in the lens boundaries and the device exhibits bright state since the polarization of the light which passed through the LC layer is parallel to the optic axis of the analyzer. On the other hand, in field-on state, the incident light is focused because the effective refractive index of LCP is n e (=1.68), which is larger than the refractive index of UV curable polymer. The focused light is first blocked by the BML, which is located to the focal point. Lights leaked in BML are blocked once more by the output polarizer. In this configuration, maximum transmittance at the bright state could be decreased slightly due to BML as compared to a general TN mode. However we can obtain dramatically advanced contrast ratio because of the improved dark state induced from double lightblocking structure of BML and polarizer. 
Experiments
MLA is composed of two crossed polarizer, TNLC-switching unit, focusing unit including LCP with large optical anisotropy, and circular type BML blocking light in the dark state.
In the TNLC-switching unit, we spin-coated the UV curable polymer (NOA60, Norland Ltd.) on indium-tin-oxide (ITO) glass. The UV curable polymer was irradiated by the collimated UV light under the patterned photo mask in first step, and without photo mask in second step to complete curing process. In the first step, the monomers of the UV curable polymer are diffused from low UV intensity region (blocked by photo-mask) to the high intensity region (unblocked by photo-mask) to preserve their balance of the concentration due to the presence of photo-mask. Consequently, MLA of surface relief structure was made clearly. The diameter and depth of the microlens are 200 μm and 7 μm, respectively. We used the commercial polyimide alignment material, RN1199 (Nissan Chemical Ind., Japan) as a layer to align LCP. The polyimide film was rubbed to obtain the correct alignment of the LCP film. And then we coated the RMS03-001(LCP) on the polyimide layer and for polymerization of RMS03-001 was irradiated by UV light (365nm) under a nitrogen atmosphere [10] [11] . The LCP alignment state is shown by Figure 3 .
In the switching unit, we used also RN 1199 as homogeneous LC alignment layer. Top substrate was rubbed to mutually orthogonal direction to lead to TN structure. The thickness of the LC layer was 4.5μm and LC material used TL213 (Merck) of a positive dielectric anisotropy (Δε = 5.7).
BML was fabricated by lift-off technique which is simple and easy method for patterning films. In first, we spin-coated the positive photo-resist that was irradiated by the collimated UV light under the patterned photo-mask. The irradiated part of UV light was removed by the developer. A 5000Å thick layer of 
Results and Discussion
Under no-field, the polarization of incident light is perpendicular to the alignment of the LCP layer by polarization rotation of 90 o and then, diverges. From the result of intensity profile, the defocusing characteristic was assured. The more the voltage is gradually increased, the more polarization of incident light becomes parallel to the LCP alignment. The effective refractive index of LCP distributes from n o to n e . Therefore, we assure that the focal intensity gradually increases with increasing applied voltage. The focal length of MLA is 5.2 mm. Figure 4 shows the intensity profile variations as changing applied voltage. As the applied voltage increases from 0 to 10V, the shape of intensity profile becomes sharp and Gaussian distribution.
The contrast ratio was measured using a He-Ne laser (632.8 nm). In TN cell with the BM, the maximum transmittance slightly decreased due to BM. However, the minimum transmittance decreased more greatly by double blocking of BM and polarizer. In the event, we confirmed dramatically increased CR. The CR of the TN LC cell with the BM is about two times higher than the TN LC cell.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new approach of high contrast TN LCD was proposed and demonstrated. The proposed TN cell is characterized by microlens array and BM. We confirmed advanced contrast ratio of the proposed TN cell from the experiment result.
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